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What characteristics best describe you and what you most like to do?
Check all that apply.
 Gathering facts, analyzing issues
 Measuring precisely Problem solving logically Financial and critical analysis
 Understanding technical elements
 Working with numbers, statistics, and
data
 Understanding how things work
 Critiquing new ideas Mathematical and/or logic problems
 Being factual, logical, rational, and
realistic
 Seeing the “big picture” Recognizing new possibilities
 Integrating ideas & concepts
 Challenging established policies
 Synthesizing unlike elements into a
new whole
 Inventing solutions to problems
 Problem solving intuitively Being creative, artistic, or imaginative
 Taking risks, being impetuous
 Liking surprises, unplanned events
 Finding mistakes, flaws, errors
 Finding practical solutions toproblems
 Maintaining standard of consistency
 Reading fine print in documents
 Organizing and keeping track of data
 Developing detailed plans/procedures
 Keeping financial records straight
 Implementing, getting things done
 Being punctual and reliable Focusing on prevention
 Recognizing interpersonal difficulties
 Anticipating how others will feel,
intuitive
 Picking up on non-verbal cues
 Engendering enthusiasm Persuading others Understanding emotional elements
 Sharing with others Supportive of others Interpersonal, friendly Spiritual
Crucial Conv
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STEP 1: S - S
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STEP 2: T - T
ell your story
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w hat you saw
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in your op in ion
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E - Encourag
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If I have it wr
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ike to know …
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omething I’m
not aware of?
Do you see it
differently?
